Ruling out coronary artery disease in women with atypical chest pain: results of calcium score combined with coronary computed tomography angiography and associated radiation exposure.
To assess the presence of coronary artery disease (CAD) in women with atypical chest pain with low or intermediate risk for significant CAD by means of calcium scoring (CaSc) combined with coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA) and to estimate the equivalent radiation dose in women. From December 2011 until July 2013, all consecutively performed cardiac CTs in women with atypical chest pain were included prospectively in the present study. Both CaSc and CCTA were obtained by a dual source flying focal spot 2×64 slice Somatom Definition Flash. Absence of CAD was defined as CaSc 0 and absence of noncalcified plaques. Presence of CAD was determined as CaSc>0 and/or presence of noncalcified plaques. The impact on patient management was also scored within our patient cohort. A total of 1033 procedures in 1014 women (mean age 59±10 years; mean BMI 26±8) were analyzed. In 520 (51%) women, CAD was absent. In 494 (49%) women, CAD was diagnosed, and in this subgroup the mean CaSc was 137±229. Thirty-seven (7%) of 494 women with CAD showed only noncalcified plaques. The mean equivalent radiation dose for the cardiac CTs of 1014 women was 2.2±1.6 mSv. Combined CaSc and CCTA excludes CAD in approximately 50% of women with atypical chest pain, and delivers a modest radiation dose of 2.2±1.6 mSv. CCTA has a substantial impact on patient management and can thus be advocated as first diagnostic tool in excluding CAD in women with atypical chest pain in terms of latest generation equipment with emphasize on radiation reduction techniques.